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Task 3 – Flying Lesson 

Make a model of a Broomstick 

Journey of a River from Source to 

Mouth.  Label estuary, tributary, 

meander, riverbank, source, mouth, 

flood plain, etc. This is the DT task 

from the topic web. 

Task 2 – Muggle Studies 

Muggles cannot just make water appear. 

Design an information leaflet about how 

they come up with ingenious ideas for 

saving water. 

  

 

Task 1 – Arithmancy 
Compare and contrast the river lengths below.  

Which river is the longest? Which is the 

shortest? What do you use when ordering river 

lengths? 

How much longer is the longest river than the 

shortest one? 

If you travel up and down each river, how far 

will you have travelled? 

I am thinking of two rivers. One is 125km longer 

than the other. Which two rivers am I thinking 

of?  

You travel the length of three rivers. The 

distance travelled is very close to 1000km. 

What three rivers might you have travelled 

upon?   

River 
Length 

(km) 

River Tay 188 

River Severn 354 

River Medway 113 

River Thames 346 

River Tweed 155 

River Trent 297 

River Spey 172 

River Great Ouse 230 

River Witham 132 

River Wye 215 

 

Task 4 – Quidditch 

 

Muggles have started playing Quidditch! 

They put a fake broom between their legs 

and run around throwing the Quaffle into 

hoops.  

There is even a team at the UEA in 

Norwich! 

 

Learn how to play Quidditch in your 

garden and design a drill or target game 

which you can show your classmates. 

 

Remember-Watch out for the 

Bludgers! 

 

 

 

Welcome to 

Hogwarts 
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Task 5 – Potions 

Archimedes Water Investigation – Eureka!  

What you need:1 Measuring jug, Interconnecting cubes or Lego bricks, Coloured pencils, Water.  

What to do:  

Put the Archimedes’ principle to test with this water investigation. 

1. Pour 500ml of water into the measuring jug.   

2. Fasten 20 bricks or cubes together and place them into the water. Record the water level in red on a large diagram of a measuring 

jug. Add a label such as “water level with 20 cubes.” 

3. Remove the cubes and check that the water level returns to 500ml.  

4. Make a different shape using the same number of cubes. How far does the water level rise this time?  

5. Repeat the experiment with just 10 cubes. What do you notice? Record your results in green on the diagram and add a label such as 

“water level with 10 cubes.”  

6. Estimate how much the water level will rise if you use 25 and 30 cubes.  Mark your estimates on the diagram using different 

coloured pencils and adding labels.  

7. Were your estimates correct? Mark on the actual water levels and label them for 25 and 30 cubes. 

 


